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About This Game

Turret Sector is an action packed 3D tower defence game and top down shooter; all set within deep canyons on an alien planet
where invading droids are trying to infiltrate and destroy your headquarters. It’s your task to prevent them taking over.

Key Features

• 2 modes of gameplay; Campaign Mode for those who want to play though each level in order, and Endless Mode for
continuous play on any chosen level.

• 20 unique levels of sci-fi action, with each level consisting of several random waves.

• 35 Interchangeable music tracks.

• 6 Enemy droids types, each having their own unique characteristics.

• 4 Turret types, each designed with different powers and performance to help weaken and destroy energy droids.

• The player has their own unique firepower of rapid ammunition fire and explosive missiles.

• The game auto-saves the player’s score reached within each level as well as in-game statistics and player’s setting options.

• 3 Graphical quality settings, to allow the game to be played on a variety of different computer specifications.
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• An in-game guide provides the player with recommendations for playing the game, as well as descriptions for each droid and
turret type.

Game Modes

The player may choose to play either Campaign Mode or Endless Mode.

In Campaign Mode, the player plays through each wave and level in sequence. Once the level is completed, the next level is
unlocked. Each level gets progressively more difficult, with a higher number of enemy droids emerging, stronger droids and

more complicated environments.
When the player has completed a level, the player is able to read their statistics. This includes the number and percentage of

enemy droids destroyed. An award of Platinum, Gold, Silver or Bronze is then recorded and awarded to player; depending on
the number of enemy droids the player has destroyed.

In Endless Mode, the player is able to choose and play any level they wish.
If the player is defeated, or the player exits the level, the player’s score is recorded. Endless Mode records the highest wave

reached on any level, and is displayed in Endless Mode’s menu.
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Title: Turret Sector
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kittik Game Studio
Publisher:
Kittik Game Studio
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2017
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Purchased on spec since I have a strong like for all things Tower Defence (and it was quite cheap).

Two hours in and I have no regrets. It took me a couple of goes to work it out and I am enjoying the experience. The cursor
weapon is an interesting change.

A few small bugs, but no gamebreakers - Developer response was immediate and effective!!. Actually a Surprisingly decent
game for tower defense but it does crash after long play times. Camera controls could be made more fluent but overall very
playable. Shooting the enemies by clicking is intense at times too. Would love to see more content from this game, it has
potential but feels lacking. A simple story wouldn't be a bad thing on it either.. No Skills to upgrade, upgrading towers does not
do much, not enough starting funds, stay well away from this tower defence game.
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